### UNIVERSITY OF ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY TAXILA

#### EXAMINATIONS BRANCH

No. UET / Exams/2010-CE/Summer-2014/2014/147  
Dated: 15-10-2014

Result of **BSc Summer Semester-2014** (09-06-2014 to 15-08-2014) **Examination in Civil Engineering**, held during 11-08-2014 to 15-08-2014 at the University of Engineering and Technology, Taxila is notified as under subject to the rectification of any error or omission as and when detected. Any entry appearing in this Notification does not itself confer any right or privilege independently to the grant of proper certificate which will be issued under the relevant statutes in due course.

---

**Sr. No.** | **Regd. No.** | **Name** | **Theory of Structures I** | **Strength of Materials-II** | **Fluid Mechanics-II** | **Reinforced Concrete II** | **Structural Engineering** | **Construction Planning & Management** | **SGPA** | **Remarks**
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---
1 | 2010-UET/CE-24 | Noor Rabbani | CE-206 4(3-1) | CE-302 4(3-1) | CE-308 3(2-1) | CE-401 4(3-1) | CE-407 3(2-1) | CE-304 3(2-1) | 2.70 | 2.41 | Passed
2 | 2010-UET/CE-54 | Muhammad Irfan | - | B | - | - | - | - | 2.00 | 1.84 | Failed Semesters IV, VIII & CGPA <2.00
3 | 2010-UET/CE-101 | M.Ali Sibtain | - | D | - | B | - | - | 2.00 | 1.84 | Passed
4 | 2010-UET/CE-107 | Usman Ashraf | - | - | - | F | - | - | 1.00 | 2.41 | Failed Semester VIII
5 | 2010-UET/CE-109 | Muhammad Bilal | - | - | - | C+ | - | - | 3.00 | 3.00 | Passed
6 | 2010-UET/CE-112 | Mohsin Ali | - | C | - | - | - | C- | 3.87 | 2.24 | Passed
7 | 2010-UET/CE-122 | Younas Ali | - | B | - | - | - | - | 3.00 | 3.00 | Passed
8 | 2010-UET/CE-133 | Muhammad Mohsin | - | - | - | - | - | C | 2.00 | 2.10 | Passed
9 | 2010-UET/CE-150 | M.Ali Nawaz | - | - | - | C+ | - | C- | 2.00 | 2.10 | Passed
10 | 2010-UET/CE-155 | Fakhar Abbas | - | - | - | - | B | - | 3.00 | 2.64 | Passed
11 | 2010-UET/CE-175 | Shehab Abdo Ali | - | - | F | F | - | - | 0.00 | 0.58 | Failed Semesters III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII & CGPA <2.00
12 | 2010-UET/CE-178 | Najeeb Ullah | - | - | - | B | B | - | 3.00 | 2.51 | Passed
13 | 2010-UET/CE-198 | Sadam Rasool | B | - | - | - | B | - | 3.00 | 2.48 | Passed
14 | 2010-UET/CE-200 | Mohayed Ali Dawood | - | - | F | - | - | - | 0.00 | 0.85 | Failed Semesters III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII & CGPA <2.00
15 | 2010-UET/CE-205 | Zahidullah | - | - | F | B | - | - | 1.71 | 1.28 | Failed Semesters I, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII & CGPA <2.00

---

**Letter Grades with their respective Grade Points**

- **A** = 4.00  
- **A-** = 3.70  
- **B+** = 3.30  
- **B** = 3.00  
- **B-** = 2.70  
- **C+** = 2.30  
- **C** = 2.00  
- **C-** = 1.70  
- **D** = 1.00  
- **F** = 0.00  
- **I** = Incomplete

---

(Rana Nadeem Anjum)  
Assistant Controller (Exams)

(Mahmood Akhter)  
Controller of Examinations

---

**Copy to:**  
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2. Notice Boards